
Safe - Productive - Efficient

CargoMaster Electric Stair Climbing Trolley
The manual handing of heavy goods on stairways can easily lead to accidents.
CargoMaster Electric Stair Climber not only safely moves heavy loads, it often
dispenses with the second person often required for this process & pays for itself in a
very short time.
It is invaluable where safe transportation of goods, together with climbing speed and
versatility is called for. With little effort the CargoMaster is capable of easily moving
drink cartons; paper, drums, water bottles, office equipment etc up to 170 kg @ 25
steps per minute. Narrow stairs are no problem as its safe climbing mechanism
manages even winding stairs ensuring that step edges are not damaged.
CargoMaster features a continuously adjustable speed control is located on the device’s
grip and safety brakes make sure that the device stops automatically at each edge of a
step. For difficult climbing situations the standard single step function is an absolute
boon.
It is also an indispensable transportation aid on level ground. Its strong electric motor
is powered by sealed vapour proof batteries that can be charged by any 240v supply
circuit. With an additional battery pack & a car charger the CargoMaster can be used
continuously. The solid rubber tyres are comparable to devices featuring pneumatic
tyres & it never has a flat.
The handle can be adjusted to the user’s height and centre of gravity
depending on the device’s load. It weighs only 27kg; measures
1060x450x300mm with the toe plate folded and fits into any car
without a problem. Intelligent accessories make the CargoMaster
perfect for all kinds of different handling problems. The standard
unit includes a battery pack and 240v charger. Reduce health
risks and costs by letting CargoMaster Electric Stair Climber
do the heavy work for you.

Code BC171V
Loading capacity: 170kg
Climbing speed (steps/minute): 8-23
Capacity on one battery charge: *10-25
Weight in kg including batteries: 27
Height in mm: 1060-1400
Width in mm: 450
Depth in mm: 300
*Number of floors, depending on load.
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Stair Climbing Trolleys

CargoMaster BC400 Stair Climbing Trolley – YOUR STRONG PARTNER
Most often several persons are needed for the
transportation of extremely heavy loads. This
type of work particularly strains a person’s back
and joints. Therefore, rather often, there is a
shortage of personnel due to back problems and
joint injuries.
The CargoMaster BC400 renders it possible for
one person alone to effortlessly & safely
transport loads up to 400 kg, which makes the
device your ideal partner. Whether the loads
have to be transported up and down stairs or on
level ground does not make any difference. Even
the loading and unloading of vehicles or shelves
is easily possible with the CargoMaster BC400,
thanks to its integrated lift.
•Continuously adjustable climbing speed
•No damage of goods or stairs
•Electrical adjustment of the toe plate to
adjust to the centre of gravity

• Integrated lift to facilitate loading and
unloading

•Puncture-proof tyres
•Considerable relief for the personnel

Technical data
Max. capacity: 400kg
Stair speed: 3-8 steps/min
Batteries: 2 x 12volt/5.0amp
Battery charge life: 8-15 levels
Max. lifting height: 700mm
Min. toe plate height: 210mm
Weight of the device: 74kg
Weight of the batteries: 4kg
Code BC400
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Loading and unloading of vehicles is
facilitated tremendously by the integrated lift

Even handling extremely heavy goods with the
CargoMaster does not damage the stairs nor the goods

CargoMaster Electric Stair Climbing Trolley Accessories

Additional
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continuous
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Mega
battery
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long
operation

Vehicle charging
cable in 12V and
24V

Diverse assortment
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Strap for round containers
150 to 800mm dia

Strap for whitegoods
adjusts 510-630mm
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Vertical
lift -
manual

Vertical
lift -
electric Steel stairs - 350 kg in 3, 4 or 5 step
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